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Introduction

The Medicare Part D benefit provides prescription drug coverage to millions of beneficiaries, covering 43.9 million Americans in 2018. Beneficiaries can select from a standalone prescription drug plan (PDP) or Part D coverage bundled with their medical benefit through a Medicare Advantage plan with prescription drug coverage (MA-PD). Since the program’s inception in 2006, plan benefit designs have evolved, and on average, include a growing number of formulary tiers with different levels of cost sharing.

In 2006, when the Medicare prescription drug benefit was first offered, 46% of PDPs and 60% of MA-PDs offered a benefit with 4 formulary tiers—comprised of a single generic tier, 2 brand tiers (preferred and non-preferred), and a single specialty drug tier. By the 2018 benefit year, 95% of PDPs and 81% of MA-PDs had moved to a 5-tier benefit structure, with 2 generic tiers, 2 brand tiers, and a specialty tier; the remaining 5% of PDPs and 18% of MA plans had a 6-tier benefit structure. Part D plans have considerable flexibility as to how they design formularies and tier structure, as long as they meet CMS’ nondiscrimination requirements. In short, those requirements include that (1) tier labels (i.e., brand or generic) should correspond to the predominant type of drugs placed on that tier and (2) cost sharing for each tier cannot exceed maximum standards that correspond both to a coinsurance percentage and a copayment dollar amount.

Over time, Part D plans have also placed an increasing number of generic drugs on brand tiers. In response to this trend, as well as plan sponsor feedback, CMS announced a major change to the formulary structure of the Part D program in 2016, allowing plan sponsors to create a “non-preferred drug” tier that explicitly includes both brand and generic drugs. Plans were instructed that they could begin using the “non-preferred drug” tier in 2017, but could not use both a “non-preferred drug” tier and a “non-preferred brand” tier; by 2018, 98% of PDPs and 90% of MA-PDs were using the “non-preferred drug tier.” While this change was designed to create “flexibility and transparency in benefit design,” CMS acknowledged that “the new non-preferred drug tier likely will contain a greater proportion of generic drug products than the current non-preferred brand tier composition.” Specifically, CMS hypothesized that plan sponsors would include lower-cost generics on the “non-preferred” tier “in effort to...maintain actuarial equivalence” and keep premiums flat.

---

1 CMS issued new guidance for 2019 that specifies that the non-preferred brand tier can have a maximum of 25% generic drugs
Analysis of Generic Drug Tier Placement in Medicare Part D

Methodology

We analyzed historical tier placement and cost sharing of generic drugs in the Medicare Part D program from 2011–2015 to see how plans covered generics in the years before the creation of the “non-preferred drug” tier. In general, lower tiers are associated with lower cost sharing and lower rates of utilization management. The analysis encompassed all generic products that were included on formularies in both 2011 and 2015. To conduct this analysis, we cross-walked Medicare Part D public use files with the CMS Prescription Plan Formulary, Pharmacy Network, and Pricing Information Files and the CMS Medicare Part D Dashboard Files for 2011 and 2015. Because CMS is prohibited from disclosing data on rebates, the prices used here are exclusive of manufacturer rebates and other price concessions.

For the cost-sharing analysis, we relied solely on the cost sharing associated with each tier in the formulary benefit design and did not incorporate plan deductibles or OOP costs associated with the coverage gap; this methodology results in a conservative estimate and likely underestimates the true OOP costs that patients face. Additionally, because the publicly available data from CMS do not include product- or plan-specific claims, we weighted the plans and cost sharing according to the enrollment for each plan. Finally, because the Medicare Drug Dashboard reports claims aggregated to the chemical entity level, we assumed that claims for a chemical entity were distributed evenly across all dosages.

Results

In 2011, 71% of generic drugs were placed on the lowest tier (tier 1); by 2015, 19% of covered generics were placed on tier 1, with 46% placed on tier 2, and 35% placed on tier 3 or higher (Figure 1). This shift represents a 53 percentage point decrease in the number of generics being placed on the lowest tier between 2011 and 2015.

\[^2\] The analysis ended in 2015 rather than 2016 when the new tiering policy was announced because Medicare Part D Dashboard data were only available up through 2015.
Additionally, this movement from tier 1 to higher tiers was observed across all generics, regardless of cost (Figure 2). In fact, there was a greater percentage point change (58 percentage points) in generics under $100 that shifted from the lowest tier to a higher tier between 2011 and 2015 compared to the overall average (53 percentage point change).
Because our analysis examined drugs that were covered in both 2011 and 2015, we were also able to examine the impact on patient OOP costs that resulted from the shifting of generics from lower to higher tiers for these medicines. We found that total patient OOP costs for the same basket of generic products increased by $6.2 billion between 2011 and 2015, or 93%. In other words, over the 5 years included in our study period, patient OOP spending nearly doubled for the same medications. At the same time, the volume of generics purchased by Part D beneficiaries increased by only 22%.

The higher cost sharing and movement of generics to higher tiers did not correspond with an increase in the underlying price of generic drugs. A recent MedPAC analysis of drug prices found that between 2006 and 2015, the average point-of-sale price of all drugs covered by the Part D program increased by an average of 66%, while the average price of all generic drugs covered by Part D decreased by 74% over the same time period. These findings parallel another study conducted by GAO examining price trends of generics over time; between 2010 and 2015, GAO found that generic prices dropped by 59% for all drugs and declined by 14% for a constant market basket of generics over the same time period.

To see if these overall trends observed by MedPAC and GAO were reflected in the basket of drugs used in our analysis, we analyzed the average volume-weighted price of brands and generics that were included on plan formularies in both 2011 and 2015. We found that average generic drug prices remained almost flat (1% increase) over the study period; in comparison, the average list price of brand drugs increased by 35% over the same period (see Figure 3). Thus, it seems likely that the sharply increased cost sharing borne by Medicare Part D beneficiaries is driven by the higher cost sharing associated with higher tier placement rather than underlying increases in generic drug prices.

**Figure 3: Volume Weighted Average Price Brands and Generics, 2011 to 2015**
Discussion

While the Medicare Part D program has brought affordable drug coverage to millions of Americans, research has shown that beneficiaries generally select plans based on premiums rather than total expected OOP costs—which would also include deductibles and cost sharing.\textsuperscript{7,8} Thus, because plans must compete for enrollment, they have a strong incentive to keep premiums low and potentially shift costs to these other spending categories. Indeed, examination of Part D premiums demonstrates that plans have largely been successful in keeping Part D premiums flat, with the average enrollment-weighted premium growing by only 1% annually between 2007 and 2017.\textsuperscript{5} At the same time, federal spending on retail medicines in the Medicare program grew at an average rate of 8% annually over the same time period.\textsuperscript{9} Several factors have allowed plans to keep premium costs flat in the face of rising drug costs but may have also had the consequence of driving up patient OOP costs for generic drugs.

Pressure to Keep Premiums Low May Drive up Other Costs

While plans face pressure to keep premiums low, they have flexibility in determining formulary placement, cost sharing, and use of utilization management tools. However, plans must meet coverage and actuarial requirements when designing their benefit structure; plan sponsors must offer benefit designs that are actuarially equivalent to the standard benefit defined by CMS.\textsuperscript{10} Although recent data indicate that brand price increases have moderated in the past year, multiple analyses of drug price trends have found that brand prices have increased, while generic prices have either decreased or remained largely flat over the past decade.\textsuperscript{5,6,11} This trend is reflected in our analysis of a market basket of drugs covered by plans in both 2011 and 2015, which found significant divergence in the average price trend between brands and generics, demonstrating that rising prices of generics are not a driver of increased costs.

As plans face pressure to cover new, innovative, and sometimes costly branded medications, they have responded with increased utilization management and creative tier placement strategies to moderate the average cost of covered drugs on each tier. If a plan is faced with higher priced branded drugs, one way they can reduce the overall average price of all drugs on a particular formulary tier is to increase the number of lower cost generics on that same tier. Moving less expensive generics onto a tier with a mix of higher-cost branded medicines will reduce the overall average price and cost sharing—and thus increase the actuarial value—associated with that tier. The result of this tiering strategy is that some patients may ultimately pay more out-of-pocket for generic drugs when those drugs are placed on higher tiers. Thus, while the strategy of shifting lower-cost generics onto higher tiers may help plans meet actuarial equivalence requirements and keep premiums and plan liabilities low, as demonstrated by our analysis it can also result in increased patient OOP cost sharing for low-cost generics.
Multiple External Factors May Also Result in Cost Shifting to Beneficiaries

In addition to plan responses to drug price trends, there are several larger contextual factors that may also result in the increased patient OOP cost sharing for low-cost generics that we observed. A recent CMS analysis of plan costs found that between 2011 and 2015, annual plan liability decreased from $798 per beneficiary to $666 per beneficiary. This reduction in plan liability in the face of rising drug costs may be partially due to increased use of rebates, discounts, and growth in the Medicare reinsurance subsidy. While plan liability decreased by 16.5% between 2011 and 2015, our findings show a 93% increase in patient OOP cost for generic drugs over the same time period. Thus, while several tools and programs help limit overall drug costs to plan sponsors and benefit patients by keeping premiums low, they do not necessarily result in lower out-of-pocket costs for patients. This shift to higher cost sharing for generic drugs may threaten plans’ previous success in keeping costs down by increasing generic substitution.

Potential Policy Solutions

Part D was designed to bring affordable drug coverage to beneficiaries, filling a critical gap in the original design of the Medicare program, and generics play a crucial role by offering high-value, low-cost therapies to beneficiaries. Ultimately, Part D plan sponsors are required to work within the limitations established by CMS for various tiering structures. If policymakers seek to improve Part D beneficiary access to generic drugs, they may consider several possible solutions. For example, if CMS wishes to reduce cost-sharing for generics in the program, it could consider revisiting the rules governing costs for products on each tier. Requirements around average costs and which products are eligible for each tier could be altered to shift generics towards lower tiers with lower cost-sharing.

While any potential policy proposals may rectify the higher OOP costs associated with some generics by reversing the movement of these drugs onto higher tiers, these types of policy changes may negatively affect patients in other ways. Research has shown that beneficiaries place high value on low monthly premiums, and the flexibility that plans enjoy in designing their benefit structures has allowed plan sponsors to keep premiums low over time; restricting tier structure may result in increased premiums. Additionally, patients may face higher cost sharing for branded products if plans have less flexibility in how they place products across tiers. A thorough analysis of the total costs and benefits to beneficiaries of restricting tier placement of drugs in the Part D program would help clarify how to best optimize the benefit structure. CMS has already proposed a range of policies that would affect the availability of generics in Medicare Part D. It could consider building on its efforts to include a consideration of how to ensure that Medicare patients see the full value of their generic drugs.
Conclusion

The increasing use of generic drugs in the Medicare Part D program has saved billions of dollars.\textsuperscript{13,14} However, some patients who take generic drugs have seen their cost sharing for the same generic drugs nearly double over a 5-year period despite the price of those drugs remaining flat over time. This is largely due to market trends around management of high-cost branded products and other factors that may be exogenous to the cost of generic products themselves. While the generic dispensing rate in Part D is relatively high, continuing to realize the cost savings from high generic utilization may require CMS to examine some of the policy options outlined in this paper to encourage beneficiaries to continue to utilize low-cost generics.
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